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Abbas breaks with US over 
Jerusalem - for how long?

Washington a ‘dishonest mediator’ 

Established 1961 

RAMALLAH: Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas has
broken with Washington over its recognition of Jerusalem
as Israel’s capital but, popular as it is domestically, analysts
question how long that tough stance can last. The 82-year-
old Abbas is habitually cautious but, as protests have
gripped the Palestinian territories since US President
Donald Trump’s controversial policy shift, he has adopted
unusually harsh language.

He refused to receive US Vice President Mike Pence
during a scheduled visit later cancelled-earlier this week,
and on Friday said he would accept no further US role in
the Middle East peace
process. Washington was
a “dishonest mediator”,
he said, and “we will no
longer accept any plan
from it”.  That stance
plays well with
Palestinians for whom
Jerusalem is the iconic
symbol of nationhood.
Some 86 percent of
respondents said they
backed severing ties with
the United States in a
recent opinion poll.

Abbas also announced they would seek full member-
ship at the United Nations.  But Washington is the only
power that holds any real sway over Israel, currently ruled
by what is widely regarded as the most right-wing gov-
ernment in its history. Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
has repeatedly criticized the United Nations and the
European Union, two of the other members of the so-
called Quartet of mediators in the peace process. Abbas
has sent envoys to the fourth-Russia-and also to China to
try to secure their engagement.

But Israel knows no government is as well disposed to
it as the United States and is unlikely to accept any other
mediator. That puts Abbas in a bind. His popularity ratings
have plummeted in recent years as his policy of working
with Israel and the United States in the hope of a negotiat-
ed settlement has led nowhere. One recent poll found that
some 70 percent of Palestinians want him to step down. his

term as president expired in 2009 but political divisions
have prevented fresh polls.

Saving face
Nine Palestinians have now been killed in clashes with

Israeli troops since Trump’s announcement and each one
puts more pressure on Abbas not to back down.  “The
Americans for a long time have been with the Israelis-
more Zionist than the Zionists,” one protester, Imad
Mohammed said. “But Trump, because he is stupid and
undiplomatic, has shown America’s true face.”

Ofer Zalzberg of the
International Crisis Group
think-tank said Abbas
would look “to consolidate
the international consensus
in opposition to the US
position and to refuse
negotiations as long as
there is no fair mediator.”
“Abbas sees this policy as
his least worst option,”
Zalzberg said.  But he
stressed there would be a
cost-without Washington
as mediator, there would

be no more peace talks. Nadia Hijab, executive director of
Palestinian think-tank Al-Shabaka, said Abbas would need
to obtain significant concessions to return to the table
without losing face.  “The obvious thing would be for the
Americans to step back from Jerusalem recognition but I
can’t see Trump doing that,” she said. “Short of that, Abbas
would look very bad if he went back to talks.”

On the ground 
Grant Rumley, author of a book on Abbas, said

Palestinian leaders know “deep down that they’ll need the
US at some point.”As such, Trump has calculated “the
Palestinians will eventually come back to the table,” he
said. In the short term, the Palestinians risked losing a sig-
nificant chunk of the more than $400 million in annual aid
they get from Washington, Rumley said.  Draft legislation
currently going through Congress would make some aid

conditional on Abbas blocking payments to the families of
Palestinians killed while carrying out attacks against
Israelis. Many Palestinians consider such attacks resistance
against military occupation and Abbas has held out against
cutting the payments for years.But without Trump’s sup-
port, the so-called Taylor Force Act could see US aid cut
by more than half.

Israel has also announced thousands of new homes in
settlements in the Palestinian territories since Trump’s

election, with his administration’s public criticism of such
expansions less vocal than under Barack Obama. Abbas’s
riposte has been a renewed drive for full recognition of
Palestinian statehood but Rumley said that will do little to
change the reality of Israeli occupation. “The international
campaign has diminishing returns at this point. It was use-
ful when peace talks were on the horizon for garnering
leverage,” he said. “International recognition does little to
change the reality on the ground.”—AFP 

VILNIUS: For decades, a confessional in a church in
Lithuania’s capital Vilnius kept a precious secret: a
trove of documents offering an unprecedented
glimpse into Jewish life in Eastern Europe before and
during the Holocaust. The cache, with documents dat-
ing back to the mid-18th century, includes religious
texts, Yiddish literature and poetry, testimonies about
pogroms as well as autobiographies and photographs.

“The diversity of material is breathtaking,” David
Fishman, professor of Jewish History at New York’s
Jewish Theological Seminary, told AFP via telephone,
describing the discovery as a “total surprise”.”It’s
almost like you could reconstruct Jewish life before
the Holocaust based on these materials because there
is no aspect and no region and no period that is miss-
ing,” he added. The trove was discovered earlier this
year during a cleanout of the church that was used as
a book repository during Soviet times. The docu-
ments, together with a larger cache found in Vilnius
nearly three decades ago, are “the most significant
discovery for Jewish history since the discovery of the
Dead Sea Scrolls in the 1950s”, Fishman said.

‘Jerusalem of the North’ 
Among the most treasured finds are several original

manuscripts of poems written in the Vilnius ghetto by
celebrated Yiddish poet Avrom Sutzkever, including
the haunting “To My Brother”.  “We had the versions
that he reconstructed from memory and published
right after the war,” Fishman said of Sutzkever, who
survived the Holocaust.  “Now we have the manu-
scripts that he actually wrote in the ghetto and there
are differences-that was a very powerful find.” An
1857 agreement between the Jewish water carriers in
Vilnius and the city’s famous Ramailes rabbinic
Talmudic academy, or yeshiva, offers a telling insight
into everyday life 160 years ago. —AFP
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Traders in Old 
Mosul rebuild 
their ruined 
market
MOSUL: Fed up with waiting for assistance from the
Iraqi authorities to materialize, traders at the ravaged
Bab Al-Saray market in Mosul’s Old City are rebuilding
their shattered businesses themselves. After months of
silence, the sound of construction work and returning
commerce is finally filling the historic district devastated
by the months-long battle to force out the Islamic State
group. “I was the first to open my shop some two
months back after cleaning it up with the help of other
traders,” ironmonger Zanoun Younes Rajab, 44 said. The
father of five and neighboring stallholders had to each
fork out 25,000 dinars ($20, 18 euros) just to clear the
rubble blocking their street. In the neighboring alleys-
where grocers and carpenters are looking to start ply-
ing their trades again-it is the same story.

Still dangerous
The market, part of which dates back over 1,300

years to the time of the Ummayyad caliphate, bears the
scars of the fierce fighting that saw IS jihadists finally
kicked out of Iraq’s second city in July. Shopfronts are
blasted, ceilings have caved in, wooden beams are bro-
ken, stocks have been plundered. Under the rubble lie
rotting corpses of jihadists killed in street-to-street
clashes or by air strikes from a US-led coalition. 

There is not much left intact in what was once one of
Mosul’s busiest neighborhoods.  Gateways leading into
the market have been pulverized and accessing some
areas remains dangerous because of the threat of unex-
ploded munitions or IS booby traps, despite assurances
by security officials. But this has not put off some
traders from trying to bring the district back to life.
Builders are busy fixing roofs or mending the shattered
pavements. “We did not wait for the city authorities
because they are very slow and it would surely take
months longer,” said spice seller Abu Ahmed.

‘No reconstruction plan’
Mayor Zouhair Al-Araji insists that local officials are

doing all they can “with the little we have at our dispos-
al”. Most equipment was stolen or destroyed, electricity
and water are still out in parts of town and many roads
remain impassable. He instead points the finger of
blame further up the chain to the authorities in
Baghdad. “Up until now we have only been relying on
ourselves as the central government still has no recon-
struction plan for Mosul,” he said. That means that it is

down to the market traders to try to return some of the
missing life. Abu Nabil, 65, could not wait any longer as
time slipped by after the official announcement of
Mosul’s liberation. His carpet stall is the oldest in the
market and has been passed down from father to son
for generations in his family. “I cannot imagine my life
without my work and my shop, so today I am cleaning it
up and starting to bring back everything I saved before
the fighting,” he said. “Our shop is our soul, we cannot
live without it in peace.”—AFP 

RAMALLAH: Israeli border guards detain a Palestinian man (left) during clashes with Palestinian pro-
testers north of Ramallah in the Israeli occupied West Bank as protests continue in the region amid
anger over the US president’s recognition of Jerusalem as its capital.—AFP 

Clashes highlight 
fragility of South 
Sudan ceasefire 
ABA: As South Sudan’s warring parties haggled
over a ceasefire deal this week, dozens of
refugees streamed into neighboring Democratic
Republic of Congo, fleeing what they said was a
fresh government offensive. The apparent push
to recapture the key rebel stronghold of Lasu
came as mediators tabled a ceasefire agreement
in Addis Ababa, which was signed by major par-
ties to the four year conflict on Thursday and is
to go into force on December 24.

However with South Sudanese rebel forces
vowing to take back their stronghold of Lasu in
Central Equatoria State-regardless of the
ceasefire-the fragility of the deal was thrown
into stark relief. “I’m not sure the government
wants peace. If they wanted peace, why would
they attack Lasu so that we have to run again
with our children,” said Betty Moriba, a 28-
year-old mother of five. Having fled violence
twice before, Moriba grabbed her children at
the first sound of gunfire and ran towards the

DRC, but was unable to salvage any of the fami-
ly’s prized possessions. 

She and other witnesses say President Salva
Kiir’s troops attacked Lasu on Sunday, which
has served as the headquarters for the Riek
Machar’s SPLA-IO, the main opposition move-
ment in South Sudan. “They came with
armoured vehicles and machine-gun-mounted
pick up trucks,” SPLA-IO spokesman Lam Paul
Gabriel told AFP over the phone from
Kampala.  Gabriel said the two sides fought
each other for several hours on Monday morn-
ing before the rebels withdrew. He has vowed
to launch a counter-offensive if government
forces do not pull out.

Army spokesman Santo Domic Chol denied
troops had launched an offensive on the town,
accusing the rebels of attacking a government
position as well as looting a village for food-forc-
ing troops to step in to save civilians.  “We have
been ordered not to engage hostilities by pursuing
rebels (but) at times we will fight if we are attacked
in our positions which is what happened in Lasu.” 

However it was unclear what government
position he was referring to-as both civilians
and an official document released earlier this
month indicated the area was under rebel con-
trol. “These government soldiers came from Yei
and they were shooting guns and killing people.

That’s what made us come this way,” said James
Mana, one of the fresh arrivals in the DRC, near
the town of Aba. Congolese authorities regis-
tered more than 200 refugees in the last five
days. Smoke could be seen rising from a village
across the border.

‘Cost and consequences’ 
South Sudan this month entered into its fifth

year of a war that has killed tens of thousands of
people and driven nearly four million from their
homes.  The UN Security Council warned last
week that there would be “cost and consequences”
for any side who blocks “last chance” peace efforts
mediated by the regional authority IGAD, in a bid
to revitalise a shattered peace agreement. 

The peace deal was signed in 2015 to end 21
months of civil war between Kiir’s government
and Machar’s rebels which broke out just two
years after independence in 2011.

However the deal effectively collapsed in July
2016, when fresh fighting in the capital Juba
forced then-first vice president Machar out of
the country and his supporters back to battling
the government in the bush. Violence spread to
the southern region of Equatoria, forcing over a
million people to flock to neighboring Uganda
and the DRC in what has become the biggest
refugee crisis on the continent. —AFP

BENGHAZI: Libyan armed forces cadets perform maneuvers during their graduation cere-
mony at the military academy in eastern Benghazi.—AFP 


